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When individuals interact with each other and meaningfully contribute toward a common goal,
it results in a collaboration, as can be seen in many walks of life such as scientific research, motion
picture production, or team sports. Each individual may participate in multiple collaborations at
once or over time, resulting in a non-trivial collaboration structure. The artifacts resulting from
a collaboration (e.g. papers, movies) are best captured using a hypergraph model, whereas the
relation of who has collaborated with whom is best captured via an abstract simplicial complex (SC).
In this paper, we propose a generative algorithm GeneSCs for SCs modeling fundamental col-
laboration relations, primarily based on preferential attachment. The proposed network growth
process favors attachment that is preferential not to an individual’s degree, i.e., how many people
has he/she collaborated with, but to his/her facet degree, i.e., how many maximal groups or facets
has he/she collaborated within. Unlike graphs, where a node’s degree can capture its first order
local connectivity properties, in SCs, both facet degrees (of nodes) and facet sizes are important to
capture connectivity properties. Based on our observation that several real-world facet size distri-
butions have significant deviation from power law—mainly due to the fact that larger facets tend
to subsume smaller ones—we adopt a data-driven approach. We seed GeneSCs with a facet size
distribution informed by collaboration network data and randomly grow the SC facet-by-facet to
generate a final SC whose facet degree distribution matches real data. We prove that the facet
degree distribution yielded by GeneSCs is power law distributed for large SCs and show that it is
in agreement with real world co-authorship data. Finally, based on our intuition of collaboration
formation in domains such as collaborative scientific experiments and movie production, we propose
two variants of GeneSCs based on clamped and hybrid preferential attachment schemes, and show
that they perform well in these domains.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many large endeavors in society such as scien-
tific discoveries and production of motion pictures
are a result of collaboration. Typically, individuals
collaborate to form teams, for example, a scientific
paper is written jointly by a team of researchers.
Also, smaller teams can collaborate to form larger
groups. Examples of the latter include a movie pro-
duction house containing teams of artists, directors,
and crew; a disaster relief mission requiring inter-
actions between teams of medical rescue workers,
fire-fighters, and law enforcement officials with some
common agents serving as gateways; and a major sci-
entific discovery happening with the coming together
of research over a series of papers, which typically
have some common authors. The main goal of this
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paper is to understand the fundamental characteris-
tics of the underlying global collaboration structures
that exist in collaborative fields such as scientific re-
search and movie production.
In modeling collaboration structures, the basic
collaborative unit could either be the relation under-
lying the collaboration or the output or artifact from
the collaboration (e.g. paper or movie). The dif-
ference in the resulting structure is best illustrated
with a simple example. Suppose authors a, b, c, and
d write three papers with authorships (a,b,c), (a,b),
(c,d). Then a structure based on the collaboration
artifact is identical to the set of papers, whereas one
based on the collaboration relation is (a,b,c), (c,d).
In other words, the collaboration relation structure
ignores (a,b) since (a,b,c) already captures the fact
that any subset of it, in particular (a,b), has collab-
orated. Previous studies of collaboration networks
have overwhelmingly focused on the artifact-based
structure [4, 6, 7, 12–15, 17, 21]. The relation-based
structure, is instead able to capture the social as-
pects of collaboration, which is interesting in its own
right.
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Hypergraphs (HG) are suitable for expressing
“richer than pairwise” relationships between collab-
orators [6, 15]; however, we believe they best model
the artifacts of the collaboration – each by a hyper-
edge. The collaboration relation on the other hand is
closed under the subset operation. A perfect match
for succinctly capturing such a property is the ab-
stract simplicial complexes (SC), which in simplest
terms is a collection of sets closed under the subset
operation.
The primary distinction between HGs and SCs is
that in the case of the latter, a “simplex” of dimen-
sion k (modeling a (k+1)-ary collaboration relation)
subsumes all subset simplices of dimension k−1, and
so on recursively. Consequently, if an HG is used to
model a collaboration relation, the distributions of
sizes and degrees turn out to be non-trivially skewed
compared to the relation structure itself, or equiva-
lently, the SC representation thereof.
In this paper, we propose a new generative al-
gorithm GeneSCs for SCs that models the fun-
damental relations underlying large-scale collabo-
ration. GeneSCs is primarily based on preferen-
tial attachment — not with an individual’s degree
(how many people has he/she collaborated with) but
rather with his/her facet degree (how many maxi-
mal groups or facets has he/she collaborated within).
Unlike graphs, where a node’s degree can capture
its first order local connectivity properties, in SCs,
there are two key metrics to consider — a node’s
facet degree and a facet’s size. Based upon our ob-
servation that several real-world facet size distribu-
tions have significant deviation from power law—
predominantly due to the fact that larger facets tend
to subsume smaller ones—we adopt a data-driven
approach. We “seed” GeneSCs with a facet size
distribution (from input data) and grow the SC ran-
domly facet-by-facet to generate a final SC with a
facet degree distribution that matches real data.
Note that we sample the facet size distribution as
input instead of the artifact (hyperedge) size distri-
bution since we want to generate the underlying SC,
and not the Hypergraph, and there may be several
discordant facet size distributions resulting from a
single hyperedge size distribution based on how the
collaboration relation is structured.
Our key contributions are summarized below:
1. Systematic characterization of the nature of
subsumption in real world global collaboration
networks. (Section II B)
2. An efficient generative algorithm GeneSCs to
generate realistic SCs with matching facet de-
gree distributions, given only their facet size
distributions. (Section III A)
3. An analytic proof that the facet degree dis-
tribution of generated SCs is power law dis-
tributed, matching empirical studies, with an
exponent α = 2 + 1c s−1 , where c is the aver-
age facet density (average number of facets per
node) and s is the average facet size. (Theo-
rem III.1)
4. Validation using empirical statistical analysis
that the generated SCs have low Kolmogorov-
Smirnov and Total-Variation distances from
the real data. (Section III B)
5. Adaptations of the core facet-based preferen-
tial attachment kernel in GeneSCs to model
some observed variations in real world collab-
oration structures. (Section III C)
Interestingly, we demonstrate (and give analytical
justification for the fact) that when GeneSCs gen-
erates facets one after another with their sizes ran-
domly drawn from the facet size distribution of the
target real data set given as input, the probability
of occurrence of subsumptions during this random
growth process is negligible. This does not contra-
dict our observation that subsumption phenomena
is common in real collaboration artifact data. In
reality, subsumptions occur over sequentially added
hyperedges, whereas in GeneSCs, we already start
with the pre-subsumed facet-based representation,
hence further distortion is not required. This fea-
ture of GeneSCs is a valuable benefit by virtue of
using facets as opposed to hyperedges in the sam-
pling process.
II. MODELING GLOBAL
COLLABORATION RELATIONSHIPS
Standard graphs are insufficient to capture group
phenomena since they only model binary relations
between individuals. A generalization of graphs,
namely, the hypergraph has been proposed to address
this shortcoming [6, 15]. A hypergraph H = (G,E)
comprises a set of nodes V and hyper-edges E ⊆ 2V
to model higher order (or super-binary) relations.
Insights about the structure of a large collabora-
tion network can be drawn by examining its “arti-
facts”, i.e., papers, movies, etc., and the underlying
distributions of hyperedge size (the number of nodes
belonging to a hyperedge, e.g., number of co-authors
in a paper) and hyper-degree (the hyper-degree of a
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node is the number of hyperedges it belongs to, e.g.,
number of movies an actor has acted in).
We believe that equally interesting insights can
emerge from an understanding of the collaboration
relation which focuses on the social aspects of the
collaboration, namely the set of collaborating indi-
viduals. Such a question can be answered by exam-
ining the underlying higher-order global collabora-
tion structure, which is not concerned about the spe-
cific products of the collaboration. For example, if a,
b, and c have collaborated as a group (a, b, c), then
sparser collaboration relationships (a, b) or (b, c),
even if they occurred, do not add much value if our
goal is to understand the number of maximal groups
that a person has collaborated in.
Such information is indeed buried in the “collab-
oration artifact network”, i.e., the hypergraph, but
typically, statistical properties of the higher-order
global collaboration structure cannot be trivially de-
termined from those of the hypergraph. In the worst
case, the representation complexity of hypergraphs
grows exponentially, since k collaborating individu-
als can build as many as 2k − 1 different artifacts.
Since we are only interested in the fact that these k
individuals collaborated on at least one project, the
artifact network may be too unwieldy for analysis.
a 
d 
b c 
a 
d 
b c 
Hypergraph 
(artifacts) 
Simplicial Complex 
(collaboration relation) 
FIG. 1. Hypergraph vs. Simplicial Complex: In the hy-
pergraph, a dark node denotes an author who has writ-
ten least one paper as a sole author. In a simplicial com-
plex, all nodes are dark since being dark just means than
the corresponding author has written at least one paper,
with zero or more collaborators (0-simplex). In this ex-
ample, each 0-simplex belongs to a 1-simplex (edge) and
in case of a, b, and c, also a 2-simplex.
A. Abstract Simplicial Complexes
The basic structure of the underlying collabora-
tion can be modeled by an abstract simplicial com-
plex (SC). A set-system SC of non-empty finite sub-
sets of a universal set S is an abstract simplicial
complex if for every set X ∈ SC, and every non-
empty subset Y ⊂ X, Y ∈ SC – thus the set-system
is “closed” under subset operation [5]. Therefore,
a simplicial complex captures the basic nature of
the collaboration, i.e., who all have worked together
on common tasks, instead of the artifacts that have
been produced by such a collaboration, i.e., papers
or movies.
Consider the example in Figure 1 – suppose
a, b, c, and d are four authors who have co-
authored five papers among them including single-
author papers – this co-authorship is denoted by
a hypergraph consisting of five hyperedges: H =
{(a, b), (a, b, c), (b, c), (a, d), (a)}. The collaboration
structure would be represented by simplicial com-
plex with facets {(a, b, c), (a, d)} which subsumes the
other three simplexes because if a,b, and c collabo-
rate with each other, all subsets of them do so as
well. While a and c have not explicitly collaborated
separately, they have collaborated with each other
in presence of b in the paper denoted by (a, b, c).
Essentially, a simplicial complex consists of a set of
maximal simplexes or facets.
In previous work, we have shown how simplicial
complexes can be effectively used to model collabo-
ration networks [8, 9, 18]. For a collaborative group
denoted by a facet, two basic metrics are facet size
(how many people belong to that collaboration) and
a node’s facet degree (how many maximal collabora-
tions or facets does that node belong to).
B. Modeling Subsumptions
The basic difference between hypergraphs and
simplicial complexes can be explained by the phe-
nomenon of subsumptions. In the previous exam-
ple, hyperedges (a, b) and (b, c) get subsumed by the
largest hyperedge (a, b, c), which is a facet in SC.
Similarly, facet (a, d) subsumes (a).
In theory, subsumptions can be very pronounced.
Consider a large research project with N participat-
ing faculty members. Consider the situation where
each faculty member has one single-author paper,
one paper written with one of the other faculty mem-
bers, one paper written with two distinct faculty,
and so on. Finally, assume that all of these N au-
thors collaborate to write a joint paper together.
Clearly, there are 2N −1 distinct hyperedges in total
– N single author papers,
(
N
2
)
two-author papers,
and
(
N
k
)
k-author papers, in general. Since each
node has exactly 2N−1 hyperedges, the hyperedge
degree distribution is given by the impulse function
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δ(2N−1). On the other hand, hyperedge size distri-
bution is a non-monotonic function which is propor-
tional to N !(N−k)!k! , centered around
N
2 . In contrast,
in the simplicial complex representation, the largest
collaboration is the only facet, so all nodes have facet
degree 1, hence the facet degree distribution is δ(1).
Moreover, the only facet has size N , hence the facet
size distribution is δ(N) (See Fig. 2). There is signif-
icant discrepancy between the two distributions due
to the intense degree of subsumption – since all fac-
ulty members collaborate with each other on one pa-
per, the other smaller collaborations are directly im-
plied by the former. Note that the deviation would
be larger if there were multiple papers with exactly
the same authors, since the hyperedge count would
increase without affecting facet statistics.
FIG. 2. A hypothetical case with extreme subsumptions
The above example demonstrated a case where
many different hypergraph instances associated with
N nodes may map to only one simplicial complex,
i.e. a many-to-one mapping between the set of differ-
ent hypergraphs to one simplicial complex represen-
tation. Yet, one may think that once a specific hy-
pergraph is given, the corresponding simplicial com-
plex can be simply obtained from it by following
the subset closure operation. However, in reality,
while working with datasets, one typically expects
only the distributional statistics to be given. We
next demonstrate that starting from a given hyper-
edge size distribution one might end up with mul-
tiple simplicial complex representations with dras-
tically different facet size distributions even for a
fixed number of nodes. In fact, the total variation
distance DTV (a commonly used distance metric to
compare two different distributions, i.e., normalized
statistical distance between two distributions which
measures sum of differences over the support set,
formally defined in Section III B) among the various
feasible non-isomorphic simplicial complexes might
approach 1, which is the maximum value that can
be defined between two distributions, as N →∞.
Consider a given hyperedge size distribution fh(.).
Let us denote the maximum hyperedge size in fh(.)
by H, and assume that N = 2H − 1, where again
N = |V | denotes the number of nodes. Next, con-
sider a hypergraph consisting of a total of 2H + 1
hyperedges, with 2H−1 hyperedges of size one, and
one hyperedge each of size H − 1 and H. That is,
fh(1) =
2H−1
2H+1 , fh(H − 1) = 12H+1 and fh(H) =
1
2H+1 . A small scale illustration of this scenario with
N = 5 and H = 3 is given in Figure 3. Given this
distribution, it may be possible that the two large
hyperedges are disjoint and do not possess any nodes
in common, hence in the SC representation there is
one facet with size H − 1 and one facet with size H,
together spanning all N = 2H − 1 of the nodes. Ac-
cordingly, all the smaller (single node) hyperedges
are subsumed by the two larger facets since every
node belongs to a larger collaboration (e.g. SC1 in
Figure 3). On the other hand, it could also be the
case that the larger hyperedge of size H subsumes
the one of size H − 1. Then, H − 1 of the 2H − 1
hyperedges of size one do not belong to the larger
facets, and hence are disjoint. Overall, there are
H − 1 size one facets and one size H facet in the
simplicial complex representation. (e.g. SC2 in Fig-
ure 3).
a
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HG: 5 vertices, 
       7 hyperedges 
b
c
d
e
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(ii)
SC 
SC 
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2
FIG. 3. Two of the possible different Simplicial Com-
plexes and the corresponding facet size distributions
z(s), resulting from a given Hyperedge size distribu-
tion fh(s) ≈ (0.714, 0.143, 0.143) with N = 5 nodes:
(i) SC1 = {(a, b, c), (d, e)}, zSC1(s) = (0, 0.5, 0.5) (ii)
SC2 = {(a, b, c), (d), (e)}, zSC2(s) = (0.6¯, 0, 0.3¯). Total
variation distance (DTV ) between the two facet size dis-
tributions: 0.6¯ The dashed contours depict hyperedges
which were subsumed in the facet representations.
It can be observed from Figure 3 that the facet
size distribution of SC1 is an H-dimensional vec-
tor (0, . . . , 0.5, 0.5) with non-zero entries at H − 1
and H; and the facet size distribution of SC2 is
(H−1H , 0, . . . ,
1
H ) with fS(H) =
1
H . The total vari-
ations (please see Section III B for a formal defini-
tion) between two distributions are 0.5(H−1H + 0.5 +
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FIG. 4. Hypergraph vs. Simplicial Complex metrics for DBLP: (a) size and (b) degree
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FIG. 5. Hypergraph vs. Simplicial Complex metrics for Physical Review D: (a) size and (b) degree
|0.5 − 1H |), which converges to 1 as N (and hence
H) grows. Even if the condition N = 2H − 1, i.e.,
H ≈ N/2 may be found to be restricting in the sense
that H may not grow as much, alternative examples
and expressions can be constructed.
For example, with N = 3H − 2, where the maxi-
mum hyperedge is of size H ≈ N/3, assume we have
a hypergraph on N nodes which consists of one hy-
peredge of size H, two hyperedges with size H − 1,
and 3H − 2 with size one hyperedge. This corre-
sponds to the hyperedge size distribution fh(1) =
3H−2
3H+1 , fh(H−1) = 23H+1 and fh(H) = 13H+1 . Then,
if all large facets are disjoint they cover all nodes and
one has a facet size distribution of (0, 0, ....0.6¯, 0.3¯),
whereas if the two facets of size H − 1 differ by
only one node and are both subsumed by the one
of size H; 2H − 2 of the singleton nodes remain dis-
joint, and the facet size distribution for this scenario
is ( 2H−22H−1 , 0, ...,
1
2H−1 ) and the total variation would
still approach 1 for large enough H.
The above examples clearly demonstrate that if
one in interested in understanding global collabora-
tion relationship structures represented as simplicial
complexes, starting from hyperedge size statistics to
generate SCs may result in wildly discordant struc-
tures. Hence, in our generative algorithm GeneSCs
(in Section III) we take the facet size distribution as
input, instead.
While the above examples can be regarded as
rather unlikely events, subsumption does occur quite
frequently in real world collaboration. Figure 4 illus-
trates statistics for both hypergraph and SC models
of DBLP co-authorship data. While the tail of the
facet size distribution obeys a power law, the head,
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IMDB: Probability of facet subsumption (normalized per node)
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PhysRevB: Probability of facet subsumption (normalized per node)
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PhysRevE: Probability of facet subsumption (normalized per node)
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FIG. 6. Subsumptions in collaboration network data (in each plot, rows and columns correspond to sizes of subsuming
and subsumed facets, respectively): (a) DBLP, (b) IMDB (only regular movies and cast), (c) IMDB 2000 (all movies,
cast, and crew year 2000 onwards), (d) Phys Rev A, (e) Phys Rev B, (f) Phys Rev C, (g) Phys Rev D, (h) Phys Rev
E, (i) Phys Rev Letters
where significant probability mass is concentrated,
does not. In particular, a significant number of sin-
gleton authors get subsumed by the larger collabo-
rations they participate in. Additionally, the slopes
of the facet degree and hyperedge degree distribu-
tions are different. This can also be attributed to
subsumptions of smaller hyperedges by larger facets.
Figure 5 illustrates the difference between hyperedge
and facet statistics for another co-authorship data
set (Physical Review D journal). Like in Figure
4, there is significant difference at the head of the
size distributions, implying a significant frequency
of subsumptions. Also, in both Figures 4 and 5,
the tails of the facet degree distribution are shorter
than those of the respective hyper-degree distribu-
tions. This can be attributed to the subsumption
of many small hyperedges at the high-degree nodes,
thus reducing the facet degree compared to their hy-
peredge degrees.
We now examine the nature of subsumptions in
real collaboration datasets more closely. In Figure 6,
we plot nine real collaboration data sets, the num-
ber/percentage of subsumptions of facets of size i
by facets of size j (where j ≥ i). Obviously, this
is a lower triangular matrix where the rows indicate
sizes of subsuming facets and columns indicate sizes
of subsumed facets.
We observe that the nature of subsumptions varies
across the nine data sets. In DBLP, IMDB (with reg-
ular movies and cast only), Phys Rev A, Phys Rev
B, and Phys Rev E, small facets are subsumed (first
few columns). This is intuitively expected, since it
is likely that smaller subsets of a collaboration are
also valid collaborations.
In Phys Rev D, Phys Rev L and Phys Rev C, there
is a strong subsumption presence on and off the di-
agonals. These subsumption events model scenarios
where a significant number of individuals are col-
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laborating on a task and the exact set of individuals
collaborate again, with perhaps a few additional col-
laborators such as a new graduate student joining a
lab. These situations likely arise from the large en-
deavors typical of experimental physics where very
large collaborations of laboratories result in a pa-
per, as evidenced by Phys Rev D and L. In fact, for
Phys Rev D, the diagonal has non-trivial mass even
for collaboration sizes of 500, which have not been
shown here.
Finally, the IMDB data set that includes both cast
and crew of movies (c) is a class apart in the above
trend taken to a much larger magnitude. This is
because a core crew tends to get utilized by a direc-
tor in multiple movies. As seen from these figures,
such events occur often in reality, hence subsump-
tion is an important issue to address when modeling
the structure of the underlying global collaboration
network.
III. GENERATIVE GROWTH MODELS
FOR NETWORKS INDUCED BY GLOBAL
COLLABORATION RELATIONSHIPS
Generative network growth models have received
great interest over the past 15 years for classical (bi-
nary) graphs. The most prominent growth model
has been preferential attachment, which has been
demonstrated to result in graphs with node degrees
following power law distributions [3], i.e. k−γ , where
γ ∈ [2, 3]. Examples of other network growth models
that have received attention are small-world mod-
els [19], densification models [11], and duplication
models [2], to name some.
In contrast, there has been a limited amount of
work on generative models for group collaboration
structures. In addition to the node degree distri-
bution, which has been a focal metric for classical
network growth models, for collaboration structures
more complex than graphs, the hyperedge size dis-
tribution is key. Hebert-Dufresne et al. [6] proposed
a generative algorithm called Structural Preferential
Attachment (SPA) by progressively growing a hy-
pergraph based on parameters that depend on the
power law exponents of hyperedge size and degree
distributions (their assumption was that both obey
power law distribution). In SPA, two free probabil-
ity parameters are simultaneously controlled to gen-
erate new structures and attachment points in the
current network in order to simultaneously match
the tails of both the hyperedge degree and size distri-
butions. However, as Figures 4 and 5 suggest, this is
not accurate for many collaboration relation struc-
tures, particularly for the size distributions. More
importantly, structure-based growth models [6, 15]
do not focus on modeling the structure of the un-
derlying global collaboration network – instead they
model the “artifacts” of collaboration, i.e., hyper-
edges.
To generate real world collaboration relation
structures, we propose a generative facet-by-facet
growth model based on preferential attachment, not
based on an individual X’s degree, that is, how
many people has X collaborated with over a period
of time, but with X’s facet degree which measures
how many maximal collaborations or facets has X
been involved in. The basic intuition behind this is
the following: individuals who are comfortable being
part of several distinct collaboration endeavors are
likely to attract more collaborators than the individ-
uals who are happy participating in a fewer number
of collaboration endeavors (albeit with several col-
laborators).
We assume that the facet size distribution is given
to us and our primary aim is to generate a random
simplicial complex that closely matches the ground
truth distribution for facet degrees. We do this be-
cause the facet size distributions are often non-power
law and even non-monotonic, particularly near the
head of the distribution as in Figures 4 and 5, thus
not obeying trends of typical distributions generated
by random growth models. On the other hand, facet
degree distribution in Figure 4 has monotonic be-
havior and is power law with exponential cutoff, im-
plying that it might be possible to obtain it more
accurately via random growth models. Accordingly,
our facet-based generative model takes as input the
facet size distribution and grows the collaboration
simplicial complex one facet at a time. During this
process, a large facet may subsume a smaller existing
facet since we are interested in capturing the funda-
mental structure of collaboration.
In related work, we first acknowledge the early
work in [14] which empirically points out the basic
properties of scientific collaboration network struc-
tures. Over the past decade, a significant number of
researchers have studied structures representing col-
laboration artifacts. Liu et al. [12] have proposed a
preferential-attachment based growth model for “af-
filiation networks”. However, this is only a quali-
tative study without any theoretical analysis. The
artifacts of collaboration are addressed in [21], which
again provides analytic results for only very special
cases where the collaborative outputs are fixed size.
This was also the assumption in [1] which studies
the evolution processes for the network of scientific
collaboration artifacts. On the other hand, [17] pro-
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vides an empirical study focused on a very specific
scientific collaboration network, and [4] considers
a modified preferential attachment algorithm, again
for collaboration artifacts along with numerical re-
sults. Our work goes beyond these models to pro-
vide both a theoretically sound treatment, and ac-
counts for the key phenomenon of subsumption that
occurs in various collaborative endeavors. Also, Wu
et al. [20] have recently proposed a simplicial com-
plex generation model but with a significantly dif-
ferent goal of characterizing the growing geometry
of networks. Very recently, growth models for col-
laboration artifacts have been considered [13], but
they address neither the success of matching the size
distribution nor subsumption phenomena, which is
a focal point of this paper.
A. GeneSCs: A Facet-based Preferential
Attachment Model
GeneSCs takes as input the facet size distribu-
tion z(s) of a real data set (where s is the facet size
with 1 ≤ s ≤ |V |) and generates a random sim-
plicial complex (V, F ) modeling that data set with
facet degree distribution pk (where k denotes facet
degree).
It has been observed from recent studies on simpli-
cial complex models of collaboration networks such
as DBLP and IMDB [9] that in a simplicial complex
S = (V, F ), there exists a relationship between the
number of facets |F | and number of vertices |V |:
|F | = c|V |β (1)
Parameters c, β can be estimated if data about the
longitudinal evolution of the collaboration network
is available. We exploit this relationship to steer
GeneSCs to generate simplicial complexes that
match real world datasets. If longitudinal data is
unavailable, we assume that β = 1; then c is the
facet density.
The algorithm (shown in pseudo-code form in Fig-
ure 7) grows the simplicial complex S by adding one
randomly generated facet at a time, decides points of
attachment in S, and checks for subsumption events.
Note that before the addition of a facet indexed by
integer f and denoted by Ff , the state of the sim-
plicial complex is denoted by S(f) = (V (f), F (f)).
GeneSCs is computationally efficient. We store
the Simplicial Complex in a sparse matrix with
|F (f)| rows and the number of columns is a maxi-
mum facet size encountered so far. The biggest com-
putational bottleneck is the PA step in line 11. To
speed up the computation, we use the following iden-
tity relating the sum of facet degrees to the sum of
facet sizes, a quantity which is easy to update after
every step. Here, fd(u) is the facet degree of node u
and |f | is the size (number of vertices) in facet f .∑
u∈V (f)
fd(u) =
∑
f∈F (f)
|f | (2)
Another source of speedup is computing subsump-
tions by solving a problem of matching two small
substrings corresponding to facets (small relative to
|V |) as shown in Figure 8.
GeneSCs has several distinctions from other
works that have proposed PA based generative
growth models for hypergraphs [6, 12]. Since we
are interested in modeling the global collaboration
relation and not its artifacts, in our model the hy-
peredges are subsumed to yield facets, thus preserv-
ing the core structure underlying the participation
of various individuals in a collaboration. We do not
assume that the size of such collaborative structures
is power law distributed. In fact, this is not the
case for several collaboration networks, especially
near the head, i.e., small collaborations. Accord-
ingly, GeneSCs takes as input the distribution of
facet sizes and average facet density (i.e., average
number of collaborations per node) to generate a
collaboration relation using a variant of PA.
The dynamics of GeneSCs is distinct from clas-
sical PA in two ways. First, the structural unit of
growth in each time step in our setting is a facet
which could contribute one or more nodes to the sim-
plicial complex. In contrast, in classic PA, one node
is added in each time step. Secondly, in classical PA
new nodes are always added to the network, whereas
in our case, some nodes in the newly generated facet
may be merged with existing nodes; moreover, new
facets may subsume older facets or be subsumed by
older facets. This is consistent with how large col-
laboration networks grow – new endeavors consist of
both existing individuals and new individuals.
It is well known that preferential-attachment (PA)
based network growth methods result in power law
vertex degree distributions for classical graphs [3].
Other more general variants of preferential attach-
ment have been analyzed extensively as well [10]. We
show below that the growth model behind GeneSCs
results in SCs with power law distributed facet de-
gree. We also compute the power law exponent
as a function of input parameters such as average
facet size and average facet density, and show that
it matches real world collaboration network data sets
well.
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1: Algorithm GeneSCs (z(·), c, β, |V |)
2: f ← 0 . Initialize facet counter
3: while |V (f)| ≤ |V | do
4: s← RandomSample(z(·)) . Randomly generate size of new facet from distribution z(s)
5: Ff ← Facet(s) . Generate (f + 1)-th facet, with size s
6: nv = d( |F (f)|+1c )
1
β e . Target number of nodes after (f + 1)-th step following growth equation 1.
7: newv = nv − |V (f)| . Number of new nodes introduced, i.e., not to be connected to S
8: mergev = s− newv . Number of nodes in Ff that need to be merged with S
9: while mergev > 0 do
10: u = SelectNode(f) . Pick next node in Ff
11: v = RandomNode(S, fd(i)∑
i∈V (f)
fd(i)
) . Preferential attachment on facet degree distribution of S
12: Merge nodes u and v . To prevent a given node in existing SC being
selected to merge with multiple nodes of the newcomer facet Ff , we can sample without replacement,
or just re-sample the existing SC until we find a node that has not been picked for merging in this step.
Note that the probability of this happening vanishes as f grows. (see Appendix A)
13: mergev ← mergev − 1
14: end while
15: V (f + 1)← V (f) ∪ Nodes(Ff )
16: . The set of facets after checking if Ff subsumes or is subsumed by one or more existing facets in S
17: F (f + 1)← FacetSubsumption(S, Ff )
18: S ← (V (f + 1), F (f + 1))
19: f ← f + 1 . Increment facet counter
20: end while
21: return S = (V (f), F (f))
FIG. 7. GeneSCs algorithm for generating a random Simplicial Complex
1: Algorithm FacetSubsumption(S, Ff ) . S is represented as a sparse matrix of |F (f)| rows
2: S ← S ∪ Ff . Add a row to S for now
3: for j = 1 to |F (f)| do
4: Fj ← S(j) . j-th row of S
5: if |Ff | ≥ |Fj | then . Fj and Ff are represented as sorted strings of node IDs.
6: if Subsequence(Fj , Ff ) then . Subsequence(x, y) returns true if x is a sub-string of y.
7: Add Fj to the delete list D . Ff subsumes Fj
8: end if
9: else
10: if Subsequence(Ff , Fj) then
11: Add Ff to the delete list D . Ff is subsumed by Fj
12: break
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: S ← S \D . Delete all subsumed facets by removing corresponding rows from S; update counters
FIG. 8. Algorithm for computing subsumptions of facets by / into a Simplicial Complex.
Theorem III.1 (Facet degree properties) If
the average facet density (the average number of
facets each node belongs to) is c and average facet
size is s, GeneSCs generates a random simplicial
complex whose facet degree distribution is power law
with exponent α = 2 + 1c s−1 .
Proof: We use mean field arguments in this proof.
Let the current number of nodes and facets in the
simplicial complex (SC) be denoted by n and f ,
respectively. Since c is the facet density, we have
c = fn , at least when the SC has grown large in size.
At the current time step, a new facet arrives into SC
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and the facet count becomes f + 1. Simultaneously,
the node count is expected to increase to f+1c = n+
1
c
(Note that for the purpose of clarity, throughout the
analysis we ignore the effects of rounding to integer
values for some of the variables.)
Let pk(f) be the fraction of nodes in SC with facet
degree (fdegree) k when there are f facets in the
SC. If node i has fdegree ki, then the PA step in
GeneSCs will merge a node from the newly arriving
facet into node i with probability pi =
ki+a
n∑
i=1
(ki+a)
=
ki+a
n∑
i=1
ki+a n
, where a is the initial attractiveness pa-
rameter [3]. It can be observed that if facet sizes are
given by sj , j ∈ [1, f ], we have
n∑
i=1
ki =
f∑
j=1
sj = f s.
Therefore, pi =
ki+a
f s+a n =
ki+a
c n s+a n =
ki+a
(c s+a) n .
When the (f+1)-th facet of average size s is added
to SC, on average the number of new nodes that are
added to SC are f+1c − fc = 1c . Therefore, GeneSCs
attempts to merge s − 1c nodes (on average) in the
new facet with old nodes in SC by performing PA
independently for each such node.
Just like in the regular PA for graphs, the prob-
ability of more than one node getting merged with
a single old node in SC goes is vanishingly small as
n, f → ∞, hence we assume that each of the s − 1c
nodes in the new facet get merged to distinct nodes
in SC with high probability (Please see Lemma A.1).
Since there are npk(f) nodes in the SC with fdegree
k, the expected number of new collaborations (this
new facet) picked up by all nodes of fdegree k in SC
as a result of the addition of the new facet is given
by npk(f)
k+a
(c s+a) n (s− 1c ) = pk(f) k+ac s+a (s− 1c ). Thus,
the expected number of nodes in SC whose fdegree
becomes k+ 1 as a result of the facet arrival is given
by pk(f)
k+a
c s+a (s− 1c ).
We observe that for each node with fdegree k − 1
that gets merged with the new facet, the number
of collaborations increases by one, thus increasing
their fdegree to k. Applying the above reasoning,
the expected number of such collaborations is thus
pk−1(f)k−1+ac s+a (s− 1c ). Also, the expected number of
nodes with fdegree k after the addition of the new
facet is (n+ 1c )pk(f + 1) =
f+1
c pk(f + 1), since there
are n+ 1c nodes in the SC at this stage.
It can be shown that the facet count increases by
one at least for large SCs, since under GeneSCs the
probability of a newly arriving facet subsuming an
existing facet or getting subsumed becomes vanish-
ingly small as n, f →∞. See Lemmas A.2, A.3, A.4,
A.5, A.6, and Remark A.1 in Appendix A for details.
The fact that the amount of subsumption resulting
from GeneSCs is small is desirable since we utilize
the facet size distribution f(s) as an input param-
eter, and all the hyperedge to facet subsumption is
already captured in f(s). Therefore, one can set up
the “master equation” that results from the conser-
vation of collaboration counts after the addition of
the (f + 1)-th facet into SC:
(n+
1
c
)pk(f+1) = npk(f)+
k − 1 + a
c s+ a
(s− 1
c
)pk−1(f)
− k + a
c s+ a
(s− 1
c
) pk(f) (3)
Substituting n = fc into Eq. (3), we get the master
equation as a function of f alone.
(f+1)pk(f+1) = fpk(f) +
(k−1+a)(c s− 1)
c s+ a
pk−1(f)
− (k + a)(c s− 1)
c s+ a
pk(f) (4)
Note that for k = 1 (the lowest fdegree in SC),
Equation (4) is not accurate since there is no de-
pendence on pk−1(f). Instead, the new facet has a
contribution of 1c new nodes of fdegree 1, on average.
We reflect this in the following equation for k = 1:
(f + 1)p1(f + 1) = fp1(f) + 1
− (1 + a)(c s− 1)
c s+ a
p1(f) (5)
Assuming that pk(f) converges to pk when f →
∞ for all k, we rewrite Equation (5) and substitute
g = c s to get:
p1 = 1− (1 + a)(g − 1)
g + a
p1
⇒ p1 = g + a
g(1 + a) + g − 1 (6)
Performing similar transformations to Equation
(4), we get
pk =
k − 1 + a
k + g(1+a)g−1
pk−1
=
(k − 1 + a) · · · (1 + a)
(k + g(1+a)g−1 ) · · · (2 + g(1+a)g−1 )
· g + a
g − 1 + g(1 + a)
(7)
Using the basic recurrence for Gamma functions
Γ(x + 1) = xΓ(x), we have the identity Γ(x+n)Γ(x) =
10
(x + n − 1)(x + n − 2) · · ·x. Using this identity, we
have:
pk =
Γ(k + a) Γ(2 + g(1+a)g−1 )
Γ(1 + a) Γ(k + 1 + g(1+a)g−1 )
· g + a
1 + g(1+a)g−1
=
Γ(k + a) Γ(1 + g+ag−1 )
Γ(k + 1 + g(1+a)g−1 )
·
Γ(2 + g(1+a)g−1 )
Γ(1 + a) Γ(1 + g+ag−1 )
× g + a
g − 1 + g(1 + a)
=
B(k + a, 1 + g+ag−1 )
B(1 + a, 1 + g+ag−1 )
· g + a
g − 1 + g(1 + a) , (8)
where B(x, y) = Γ(x)Γ(y)Γ(x+y) is the Beta function.
For large x, B(x, y) exhibits power law behavior;
specifically, B(x, y) ≈ x−yΓ(y). In Equation (8), the
only term that is dependent on k is B(k+a, 1+ g+ag−1 ).
Applying the aforementioned power law approxima-
tion for large k, we get:
pk ∼ (k + a)−(1+
g+a
g−1 ) ∼ k−(1+ g+ag−1 )
= k−(2+
1+a
g−1 ) = k−(2+
1+a
c s−1 ) (9)
Therefore, the facet degree of a large SC generated
by GeneSCs is power law distributed with exponent
2 + 1+ac s−1 . Since we set the attractiveness parameter
a = 0 in the default mode of GeneSCs, the result
follows. 2
Note that the denominator of the exponent cs−1
is strictly positive for simplicial complexes of inter-
est. This is because c s = s fn =
f∑
j=1
sj
n =
n∑
i=1
ki
n .
Since ∀i : ki ≥ 1, for any non-degenerate SC that
is not a disjoint union of full dimensional simplexes,
n∑
i=1
ki > n, and therefore c s− 1 > 0.
The quantity cs can be interpreted as the average
number of collaborators of a node, while counting
each collaborator distinctly for every new collabo-
ration. This is distinct from the average number of
collaborators of a node, which is given by the average
node degree.
B. Performance evaluation of GeneSCs
We measured the quality of the distribution gen-
erated by GeneSCs using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
distance DKS and the Total Variation distance DTV
between real data distributions p(·) and the gener-
ated distributions q(·) for both facet sizes and facet
degrees:
DKS(p||q) = sup
x
|p(x)− q(x)| (10)
DTV (p||q) = 1
2
∑
x
|p(x)− q(x)| (11)
Note that the facet sizes in GeneSCs are gen-
erated using the facet size distribution of real col-
laboration data sets, where the effect of subsump-
tions has already been incorporated in the first place.
We observed that GeneSCs yields DKS ≈ 0 and
DTV ≈ 0 for facet sizes, confirming the fact that
subsumption events are rare if one is drawing ran-
dom collaboration structures from the facet size dis-
tribution instead of the hyperedge size distribution.
Analytic arguments for this phenomenon are pre-
sented in Appendix A.
Figure 9 illustrates the performance comparison
of GeneSCs with respect to real DBLP publication
data and the theoretical prediction of Theorem III.1
as far as the facet degree distribution is concerned.
It can be observed that GeneSCs matches well the
characteristics of both the real facet degree distribu-
tion and the theoretical prediction.
Figure 10 compares the relative performance of
the Structured Preferential Attachment (SPA) algo-
rithm [6, 7] with GeneSCs. When applying SPA,
first the best parameters that SPA fit for DBLP’s
hyperedge degree and size distributions are obtained
and used for hyperedge generation. Then, we have
inflicted subsumptions on that data and plotted it.
It can be observed from Figure 10(a) that SPA,
which is designed to generate pure power law distri-
bution for both hyperedge sizes and hyper-degrees,
is unable to match the real facet size distribution of
the DBLP data set (DTV = 0.719). It is also un-
able to closely match the facet degree distribution
of DBLP (DTV = 0.09), especially near the heavy
tail. Moreover, it has a markedly different slope.
In contrast, since GeneSCs samples the facet size
distribution, it is able to yield a close match to (obvi-
ously) that distribution (DTV = 0.0248) (the minor
difference is due to the occurrence of some subsump-
tions at low sizes), and the facet degree distribution
(DTV = 0.044).
C. Variants of GeneSCs: Smoothed
Preferential Attachment
While GeneSCs performs notably well for DBLP
using pure preferential attachment (PA) on facet de-
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FIG. 9. Performance of GeneSCs vs. real DBLP collaboration data. (a) DTV ≈ 0.035. (b) Tail behaviors of various
power law curve superimposed on logarithmic binned data. Since c = 0.68, s = 3.44, the analytical prediction of the
power law exponent of GeneSCs is α ≈ 2.74. The noisy tails are due to a small number of samples, which is typical
of logarithmic binning.
FIG. 10. Comparison with SPA algorithm for DBLP
grees, it is unable to generate the facet degree distri-
butions for collaboration networks such as Physical
Review D (PRD) and IMDB. Hence, we propose two
variants of PA to address this drawback.
Clamped Preferential Attachment While PA is
likely to be a basic force behind collaboration net-
work formation, some domains leverage other pe-
culiar behaviors while forming large collaborative
structures. For example, the circumstances and mo-
tives behind the formation of “organic” academic
collaborations are typically different from those driv-
ing the formation of collaborations in entertainment
or artistic fields (e.g. movies). Even in academia,
the way research is conducted highly depends on
the particular sub-field, as theoretic and experimen-
tal communities have different processes of form-
ing groups and performing collaborative research.
Hence, it is not surprising that GeneSCs is not
a one-size-fits-all solution. For instance, the max-
imum facet degree of the generated SC tends to ex-
ceed the maximum facet degree of the real data set.
Moreover, the facet degree distributions of the gen-
erated and real SC have an unacceptably high total-
variation distance, DTV = 0.2.
Reflecting on this behavior, we posit the following
hypothesis for real networks: individuals typically
do not categorize the popularity of other individuals
precisely by the number of connections; rather, they
might make better assessment regarding people with
similar popularity, i.e., they have a coarser percep-
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tion, particularly for very popular individuals. This
is indeed an issue with collaborations in experimen-
tal physics, which tend to publish in Physical Review
D. There are several papers reporting results from
large experiments with very large sets of co-authors
(See Figure 5). In such networks, a coarse grained
view of popularity is likely to better explain network
growth.
To model this hypothesis, we modify GeneSCs in
the PA step (particularly defined on line 11 of Algo-
rithm GeneSCs). More precisely, rather than using
the exact facet degree, we clamp the facet degrees of
each node in order to smooth the perception of pop-
ularity of the very high degree nodes. In the most
basic form, one can achieve this as follows:
fcld(u) = min(fd(u), F
clamp
d ), (12)
where fd(u) is the actual facet degree of node u,
F clampd is the maximum clamp value and fcld(u) is
the clamped facet degree which is input to the PA
step of GeneSCs.
   Real
          Clamped
FIG. 11. Clamped PA: Phys Rev D data (α = 0.25):
DTV = 0.035
While this method classifies many very popular in-
dividuals as popular, it is likely to be limited, since
too much granularity is lost. Consequently, we actu-
ally use a softer mapping (unlike the step function
mentioned earlier) as follows:
fcld(u) =
{
fd(u), if fd(u) < αf
max
d√
αfd(u)fmaxd , if fd(u) ≥ αfmaxd
,
(13)
where α is a design parameter, and fmaxd is the max-
imum of actual facet degrees at the current step, i.e.,
fmaxd = maxu fd(u).
Effectively, this assignment still differentiates
among the very popular nodes, but smooths their
relative popularity values considerably.
After this mapping is performed, GeneSCs op-
erates using these alternative facet degrees. For the
sake of completeness, line 11 of Algorithm GeneSCs
is replaced by the following modified-PA rule:
p(u) =
fcld(u)∑
u∈V
fcld(u)
, (14)
with fcld(u) obtained through (13). Here we note
that while modifying standard PA has been consid-
ered in [21], which propose a nonlinear preferential
attachment by replacing node degree fd(u) by fd(u)
β
for each node in the connection process with some
given β , our clamped PA defined by the mapping
in (13) is significantly different and also depends on
many distinct parameters as α and fmaxd .
Figure 11 shows that the clamped PA can yield a
close match to the facet degree distribution in the
PRD data set, including the spikes at the tail.
      Real
  xx     Hybrid  
FIG. 12. Hybrid PA and uniform attachment: IMDB
data (T = 12, α = 0.25): DTV = 0.04
Hybrid Uniform and Preferential Attachment
Another behavior that we intuitively expect in
building collaboration structures is that it is rarely
the case that every member of a large collabora-
tion is well-known. In other words, typically a lim-
ited number of collaborators are popular and the
remaining ones are not really well-known or popu-
lar. For instance, consider a movie cast. It is of-
ten the case that only a small subset (e.g. 10-15)
of the whole movie cast constitutes well-known ac-
tors, which have more screen time and central roles
(and hence are immediately identifiable by an aver-
age movie goer), while the rest are mostly figures
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with minor side roles.
Based on the above intuition, particularly for
IMDB style collaborations, we propose the follow-
ing variant to GeneSCs: At line 8 of the algorithm,
out of mergev connections to the existing simpli-
cial complex, only the first T (or min(mergev, T ))
nodes to merge are determined by applying PA on
the facet degrees. The remaining mergev−T nodes
(assuming mergev > T ) to be merged are selected
uniformly at random, regardless of their facet de-
grees. We observe that this preferential-uniform hy-
brid GeneSCs along with clamped facet degrees for
the PA sub-routine provides a much better match
to the distributions of actual IMDB dataset, thus
verifying our qualitative intuitions. This can be ob-
served in Figure 12.
While the idea of combining preferential attach-
ment and uniform attachment has been considered
before [16], it has been done so only for graphs.
Moreover, the latter approach probabilistically mixes
the two methods for every connection, in contrast to
our threshold-based approach for generating SCs.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we proposed GeneSCs, a genera-
tive model for collaboration structures modeled as
simplicial complexes (SC). SCs are different from
graphs since they have two different dimensions for
growth (facet size and facet degree), whereas graphs
only have one (node degree), since all edges have
identical sizes. SCs are also different from hyper-
graphs, which do not have the subsumption prop-
erty. While hypergraphs are good for modeling ar-
tifacts of collaborations, e.g., papers and movies,
SCs are more appropriate for succinctly modeling
the inherent structure of the collaboration relation-
ship, i.e., who all have collaborated with each other.
This distinction is key because subsumptions are
very common in real-world collaboration networks.
The facet size distribution constrains the facet de-
gree distribution to an extent. Leveraging this ob-
servation, GeneSCs takes facet size distributions
of real world collaboration networks as input and
efficiently generates random SCs with facet degree
distributions matching those corresponding to the
real data. Our theoretical analysis is shown to accu-
rately predict the statistical properties of SCs gen-
erated by GeneSCs in its pure form. For collabo-
rations that have characteristics such as very heavy
tails of facet sizes or non-power law popularity dis-
tributions of participants as collaborators, appro-
priate modifications to the preferential attachment
step of GeneSCs (namely, clamping and uniform-
hybridization) yields good intuitively sound results.
Appendix A: Characterizing the Probability of
Facet Subsumption
In this appendix, we consider various situations
in which a newcomer facet subsumes one or more
facets in the existing SC when following the rules of
GeneSCs. In the following lemmas, we show that
the probabilities of such subsumptions become van-
ishingly small as the SC grows in size. Similar rea-
soning can be applied for the reverse case, where a
newcomer facet is subsumed by an existing facet in
the SC.
Lemma A.1 The probability of more than one node
getting merged with a single existing node in the
SC generated thus far becomes vanishingly small as
n, f → ∞, where n and f denote the number of
nodes and facets in the SC, respectively.
Proof: Assume that at the current facet-addition
step f of GeneSCs (at this step, SC is supposed to
have f facets), the newly generated facet of (average)
size s is to be merged with the existing SC at m ≈
s− 1c nodes. Let Zk be a random variable denoting
the number of merges of an existing node (say, X)
of facet degree k with one or more distinct nodes
Y1, Y2, . . . of the incoming facet. For large enough
f , the probability that Yi gets merged into X is
k
fs
following the Preferential Attachment rule (X has
facet degree k and there are fs nodes in the current
SC). Assuming m independent Bernoulli trials for
merges (this is reasonable in the large network limit
as in [3]), the probability of merging l times with
X can be expressed as a Binomial random variable.
Accordingly, the aggregate probability of having l
merges is
(
m
l
)
( kfs )
l(1− kfs )m−l.
P (Zk > 1) =
m∑
l=2
(
m
l
)(
k
fs
)l(
1− k
fs
)m−l
(A1)
P (Zk = 2) =
m(m− 1)
2
(
k
fs
)2(
1− k
fs
)m−2
(A2)
<
s(s− 1)
2
(
k
fs
)2(
1− k
fs
)m−2
(A3)
≤ k
2
2f2
= O
(
k2
f2
)
, (A4)
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where in (A3) we have used the well-known Bernoulli
inequality (1− x)a ≤ 1− xa for x < 1, since kfs → 0
as f → ∞. It can be readily shown that P (Zk =
l) = O( k
l
f l
), hence the probability of multiple edges
merging to a given node with degree k is O( k
2
f2 ). 2
We propose the supernode method to establish up-
per bounds on the subsumption probability. In order
to investigate whether a given facet is subsumed by
the new-coming facet at step f , we form a virtual su-
pernode which models the nodes of the facet jointly
as shown in Figures 13-14. More specifically, the
facet degree of the supernode is assigned to be the
sum of the facet degrees of the individual nodes.
FIG. 13. Supernode of facet of dimension 2.
FIG. 14. Supernode of facet of dimension 3.
Lemma A.2 For any scenario where the facet di-
mension is bounded, the probability of subsumption
is O( 1f2 ), and thus negligible in large SCs.
Proof: Consider the probability of a facet being
subsumed. For instance, when the facet under con-
sideration is an edge (i, j), this means two distinct
nodes s and t of the m nodes of the newcomer facet
Ff to be merged into the existing network are specif-
ically merged to i and j. This can happen as (s→ i
and t→ j) or (s→ j and t→ i).
Now define the supernode K comprised of edge
(i, j). Let us consider the probability that K is se-
lected for merging to more than one node of Ff (Fig.
15). To analyze this, K can be treated as an ordi-
nary node with degree di + dj . From Lemma A.1,
with preferential attachment, the probability of any
node v with degree dv getting multiple merges is
O(
d2v
f2 ). We readily utilize this result to character-
ize the probability of K receiving multiple merges
as O(
(di+dj)
2
f2 ). 2
  
FIG. 15. A supernode getting multiple merges. Here
the newcomer facet (s, t, u) subsumes edge (i, j) in the
existing SC.
Lemma A.3 The probability of facet subsumption
is less than the probability of the corresponding su-
pernode getting multiple merges.
Proof: As an example, let us consider the case when
the facet under consideration is an edge (i, j), which
means two distinct nodes s and t of the m nodes of
the newcomer facet Ff to be merged into the existing
network are specifically merged to i and j. This
can happen as (s → i and t → j) or (s → j and
t → i). Now define the supernode K comprised of
edge (i, j). Supernode K getting multiple merges
can occur in four combinations as shown in Figures
16 and 17: (s → i and t → j) or (s → j and t →
i), and both nodes selecting to merge to the same
nodes (s → i and t → i) or (s → j and t → j).
Hence, the set of events corresponding to supernodes
getting multiple merges is a superset of the set of
events corresponding to actual subsumption of the
corresponding facets.
Next, consider (an existing) facet F (L) of dimen-
sion L, with m ≥ L nodes of the newcomer facet Ff
being merged to the existing SC. Define the supern-
ode corresponding to F (L) as KL. Now, L distinct
nodes of Ff can merge to the supernode KL in L
L
distinct combinations which lead to a multiple edge
merge to KL. On the other hand, only L! of these
combinations, i.e., a permutation of the L distinct
nodes of F (L) result in an actual subsumption. 2
Lemma A.4 The likelihood of subsumption of a
facet reduces as facet size increases.
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FIG. 16. Multiple supernode merges resulting in sub-
sumption
FIG. 17. Multiple supernode virtual connec-
tions/merging selections not resulting in subsumption
Proof: Note that for any facet with dimension L,
the equivalent facet degree of the corresponding su-
pernode FS is given by:
dS =
L∑
i=1
di, (A5)
which naturally implies that the equivalent facet de-
gree of a supernode increases with the dimension of
the originating facet. However, the number of mul-
tiple merges that is required for the subsumption for
a facet of dimension L is greater than or equal to L.
Accordingly, this probability is O(
dLS
fL
). Even though
the supernode facet degree increases with L, which
suggests a higher likelihood of multiple merges, the
multiple merges which can subsume a facet decreases
with facet size.
Note that on average, the equivalent facet degree
dS increases linearly with facet dimension L. Let us
assume that dS ≈ κL, where κ is a constant. Then,
the likelihood of multiple merges to a supernode cor-
responding to a facet of dimension L can be bounded
as O(κ
LLL
fL
).
On the other hand, recall from Lemma A.3 that
for a facet of dimension L, only a L!
LL
fraction of the
supernode multiple merges correspond to an actual
subsumption event. Accordingly, the overall likeli-
hood of subsumption can be approximated as:
κLL!LL
LLfL
, (A6)
which is maximized for L = 2 (edge). This approxi-
mation is based on the assumption that all multiple
edge merge events are of equal probability. In prac-
tice, while this is likely not the case, still O(κ
LLL
fL
)
decreases with increasing L, since κLf < 1. 2
Lemma A.5 The probability of more than one
facet being subsumed simultaneously is bounded
from above by O(
(di+dj+dk)
3
f3 ), for (i, j, k) =
arg maxi,j,k∈V (di + dj + dk).
Proof: The minimum number of merges to a su-
pernode which results in more than one facet sub-
sumptions is equal to 3. This occurs when three
edges connect with each other to form an empty tri-
angle. Note that two edges sharing a common node
also necessitates 3 merges by the incoming facet,
but its supernode would have a lower facet degree.
Since the likelihood of getting 3 merges isO(
d3S
f3 ), this
quantity becomes vanishingly small as the SC grows.
We also note that it is less likely that an incoming
facet will get more than 3 merges to a supernode.
2
Lemma A.6 The probability of L facets being sub-
sumed simultaneously is upper bounded by the prob-
ability of a dimension-L facet being subsumed.
Proof: Consider L facets of dimension L − 1 con-
necting such that they would form a facet of dimen-
sion L except that there is a hole; e.g. three edges
connected to form an empty triangle, or four filled
triangles resulting in an empty tetrahedron. The
probability of subsumption of such combined struc-
tures of L facets can be analyzed by using the su-
pernode technique, and can be shown to be negligi-
ble for large SCs. 2
Remark A.1 The supernode method can be also
used for analyzing the probability of subsumption of
incoming facets by the existing simplicial complex.
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